Confidentiality of personal information
1. Provision of information by the Client:
1.1. In case of registration on the website Art Pictures Reel (further - "Website") the Client
provides the following information:
Surname, Name, e-mail address.
1.2. Providing the personal data the Client agrees to their handling (up to a feedback the
Client of the consent to handling of its personal data) IP Popova Evgenia Evgenyevna (further "Licensor"), for the purpose of execution by the Licensor and/or his partners of the liabilities
to the client, provision of services, provision of information and also agrees to receipt
messages containing promotional and informational nature and service messages. When
handling personal data of the Client the Licensor is guiding by the Federal law "About Personal
Data", the Federal law "About Advertising" and local regulating documents.
1.2.1. If the Client wishes refining of its personal data, their blocking or destruction if
personal data are incomplete, obsolete, inexact, illegally received or aren't necessary for a
stated purpose of handling, or in case of desire of the client to withdraw the consent to
handling of personal data that he shall send official request the Licensor as it should be, the
handling of personal data provided in the relation.
If the Client wishes to remove the accounting record on the Website, the Client addresses us,
with the corresponding request. This action doesn't imply a feedback of consent of the Client
to handling of his personal data which according to the current legislation occurs in the order
provided by the paragraph of 1 this point.
1.3. Use of the information provided by the Client and received by the Licensor.
1.3.1 The licensor uses the data provided by the Client during all term of registration of the
Client on the Website for the purpose of:
• registration/authorizations the Client on the Website; • handlings Customer orders and for
accomplishment of the liabilities to the Client; • assessment and job analysis of the Website;
2. Provision and information transfer, received by the Licensor:
2.1. The licensor undertakes not to transfer information obtained from the Client to the third
parties. Provision the Licensor of information to the agents and the third parties who are
acting on the basis of the agreements with the Licensor for obligation fulfillment before the
Client and only within agreements isn't considered violation. Transfer by the Licensor to the
third parties Clients data on the depersonalized form for the purpose of assessment and job
analysis of the Website, the analysis of consumer features of the Client and provision of
personal recommendations isn't considered violation of this point.
2.2. Information transfer according to reasonable and applicable requests of the legislation of
the Russian Federation isn't considered violation of liabilities.
2.3. The licensor has the right to use cookies technology. "Cookies" don't contain confidential
information and aren't transferred to the third parties.
2.4. The licensor obtains information on the IP address of the visitor of the Website
www.ozon.ru and the information about that according to the reference from what website
the visitor came. This information isn't used for identification of the visitor.
2.5. The licensor doesn't bear responsibility for the information provided by the Client on the
Website in an accessible form.
2.6. The licensor when handling personal data takes necessary and sufficient organizational
and technical measures for personal data protection from illegal access to them and also from
other wrongful acts concerning personal data.

3. Storage and use of information by the Client
3.1. The Client undertakes not to tell the third parties the login and the password used by
him for identification on the website Art Pictures Reel
3.2. The Client undertakes to provide due discretion in case of storage and use of the login
and password (including, but without being limited: to use license anti-virus programs, to use
complex alphanumeric combinations during creation of the password, not to make available
to the third parties the computer or other equipment with entered on it by the login and the
password of the Client, etc.)
3.3. In case of origin at the Licensor of suspicions concerning use of an accounting record of
the Client by the third party or the malicious software the Licensor has the right to change
the password of the Client unilaterally.

